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Abstract

We want to quantify the localization performance of exteroceptive sensors to identify optimal
combinations. Current methods generally use the localization error, but this is very situation spe-
cific and does not let us compare the sensors without extensive domain specific knowledge. We
propose to use information theory to quantify the performance of sensor models used in localization
algorithms. We demonstrate this approach using a camera, a geomagnetic flux sensor, a radio fre-
quency identification reader, and a Wi-Fi scanner, which we use in three different environments. Our
results show that the mean mutual information between the positions in the environment and a set
of measurements is a valid localization performance metric. We conclude that information theory
can estimate the localization performance of a given sensor model in an environment without making
assumptions about the posterior distribution, which is necessary when expressing the localization
performance as mean spatial error. Additionally, the mean mutual information allows to quantify
the performance increases when complementary sensors are combined.

1 Introduction

We are interested in quantifying the localization performance of exteroceptive sensors solely by virtue
of their sensor model. We define exteroceptive sensors as sensors that perceive the environment, such
as GPS, camera, LIDAR, or Wi-Fi. Continuous localization, or tracking, is often aided by sensors that
perceive the state of the object to be localized, like odometers, accelerometers, or gyroscopes, which
we call proprioceptive sensors. A localization algorithm uses measurements from such exteroceptive
or proprioceptive sensors, or a combination of those, to improve its guess of the location of the device
being localized.

The localization performance of a specific sensor strongly depends on the underlying sensor model.
This model is responsible for translating a sensor measurement into a likelihood over all possible
positions. A localization algorithm will use this likelihood to obtain a position estimation. The
performance of a localization algorithm is generally indicated as a mean distance with a certain
standard deviation between the estimated position and the true position. While this is a valid
metric to compare localization algorithms, the additional processing and assumptions required in
the localization algorithm can hide the actual performance of the underlying sensor model. It also
assumes a unimodal Gaussian distribution for the position estimate, which is seldom correct.

In this article, we present a system which is not dependent on the aforementioned assumptions
and which enables the user to formulate conclusions without extensive domain specific knowledge of
the sensors.

We propose to measure the performance of sensor models used in localization algorithms by calcu-
lating the mean mutual information between all positions in the environment and the measurements
that can be performed at a certain position. This metric is specific for a certain position in an
environment: at different positions in the environment, and in different environments, the results
are different. When we know the performance of a sensor at a certain position, we can increase the
performance by modifying the environment, we can choose a different sensor, or combine the sensor
with a complementary one.

Our contribution is a general approach of calculating the mean mutual information between the
positions and measurements. We apply our approach to four different sensors, namely a camera,
a geomagnetic flux sensor, a radio frequency identification (RFID) reader, and a Wi-Fi scanner.
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Additionally, we show that our approach allows to easily obtain a result for the increase of mean
mutual information when combining two exteroceptive sensors.

This article continues as follows: In Section 2 we analyze literature to support our claim that
current state-of-the-art uses accuracy to measure the performance of localization systems. In Sec-
tion 3 we begin with explaining our proposed method using information theory in general. Next, we
describe the implementation of the sensor models that were used to demonstrate our method. We
also describe the testing environments and give some details on the practical implementation. In
Section 4 we show the usefulness of our method by applying it to the sensor models in the testing
environments. We discuss these results for every sensor. In Section 5 we summarize our conclusions.

2 Background

We find that in literature, the performance of a localization system is usually measured by its
accuracy, i.e., its spatial error. The spatial error of a localization system seems the most intuitive
metric to evaluate a localization system as testified by its widespread use in a broad sample of
research on localization. Renaudin and Combettes [14] propose Magnetic, Acceleration Fields, and
Gyroscope Quaternion (MAGYQ), an algorithm to estimate the position of pedestrians in indoor
environments, where they focus on improving the heading direction estimation. They find that their
algorithm keeps the heading error below 10◦ after a 1.5 km walk. To compare their technique with the
integration of the gyroscope signal and GPS positions, they present a metric map of the trajectory.

Ito et al. [10] describe a localization algorithm based on Wi-Fi and a depth camera. The Wi-Fi
scanner is used to initialize their algorithm, reducing the probability of estimating the location of
the robot in a local minima. They express the global localization performance increase over using
only a depth camera in a cumulative histogram of the spatial error and present graphs of the Root
Mean Square (RMS) spatial error over time.

Biswas and Veloso [3] describe a localization system based on a depth camera. A cumulative
histogram displays the spatial error of their system. Eckert et al. [7] describe a localization system
for a four rotor flying robot and give a histogram of the height error. Hornung et al. [9] describe
a localization algorithm for a Nao humanoid robot. They give the mean and standard deviation
of the spatial and rotational error over time. In another paper Biswas and Veloso [4] describe a
Wi-Fi localization system for mobile robots. Here, they provide a spatial error based on the number
of visible access points, and additionally the cumulative histogram of spatial error. Also Thrun et
al. [17] use spatial error to estimate the accuracy of their robust Monte Carlo localization.

In most of the examples described above, sensor fusion happens by multiplication of the posterior
distributions provided by the sensor model of the various sensors, as clearly demonstrated by [9].
According to the recent information fusion survey by Khaleghi et al. [11], this is referred to as
probabilistic fusion, a part of the fusion of imperfect data techniques. Localization can be seen as
dealing with imperfect data, every sensor having its typical shortcomings. In another survey, van
Laere [18] indicates that it is difficult to evaluate sensor fusion performance, because the metrics
usually have to be adapted for each environment. We see this in localization, where performance
is dependent on the environment: Wi-Fi localization works better when there are many Wi-Fi
access points available, algorithms using camera images have trouble when there is no light, or when
locations are visually similar, and those using laser range finders have difficulties with plain, square
rooms, to name but a few.

The approaches described above measure sensor performance indirectly by quantifying the per-
formance of a specific localization scheme using the sensor’s measurements. Furthermore, a spatial
error, assumed to be normally distributed, is used as the standard performance measure. We propose
to quantify the performance of the sensor in a manner that is both more direct, i.e., not associated
with a particular localization scheme, and more general, i.e., not assuming the location estimates to
be normally distributed.

3 Methods

To quantify the localization performance of a measurement model, we generalize the approach dis-
cussed by Steckel and Peremans [15], where the mean mutual information is calculated between a
position and the measurements that can be performed at a certain position. In other words, what
does a sensor measurement tell us about our position. We start with the mutual information between
two random variables as defined by Cover [6], and use the notation from MacKay [12]:
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I(X;Y ) ≡
∑

xy∈AXAY

P (x, y) log
P (x, y)

P (x)P (y)
, (1)

where X and Y are ensembles which are defined as triples consisting of an outcome x and y, re-
spectively, an alphabet AX and AY , and the probabilities PX and PY . An outcome x is a random
variable that has a value from AX , say ao, with a probability from PX , po. The number of elements
in both AX and PX is O, with ao having a probability of po. The function P (x) indicates the
probability of the outcome x, which is po in this situation. In the following, we define the ensemble
P = (p,AP ,PP ) for all possible positions in the environment, assumed to be finite. A position is
defined as both a location and a heading, hence our choice for P . To avoid confusion, the function
P (x) will always indicate the probability of x and we will not use the shorthand p for the probability
of x = a, but use p to indicate a position. We also define the ensemble Mpi = (~mpi ,AMpi

,PMpi
) for

all possible measurements at the position pi. We emphasize with our notation that a measurement
is a vector. Inserting our ensembles into Equation (1) gives:

I(P ;Mpi) ≡
∑

p~mpi
∈APAMpi

P (p, ~mpi) log
P (p, ~mpi)

P (p)P (~mpi)
, (2)

where we assume that in all this article, a logarithm is a base two logarithm, thus the resultant
mutual information is expressed in bits. A measurement is sampled from the Gaussian distribution
N of the actual measurements at position pi:

~mk,pi = N
(
M+

pi ,ΣM+
pi

)
, (3)

where M+
pi are the actual sensor measurements performed at the position pi; M

+
pi is the sample mean

of M+
pi ; and Σ

M+
pi

is the covariance matrix of M+
pi .

The sensor model, i.e., the probability density function of the sensor measurement ~m given the
position pj is described by:

P (~mpi | p = pj) =
1√

(2π)
|M+

pj
|
det Σm

exp

(
−1

2

(
~mpi −M+

pj

)T
Σ−1

m

(
~mpi −M+

pj

))
, (4)

where pj is an element of all possible positions P ; |M+
pj | is the dimension of the measurements in M+

pj ;
and Σm is the covariance matrix of the sensor model of the given sensor. This is just a theoretical
sensor model to aid the current discussion; the actual sensor models will be discussed below. Any
probabilistic sensor model can be used to calculate a likelihood for a measurement given a position.

The posterior probability of the position pj given a particular sensor measurement ~m is calculated
using Bayes:

P (p = pj |~mpi) =
P (~mpi | p = pj)P (p = pj)∑

p∈AP
P (~mpi | p)P (p)

, (5)

where we assume a uniform distribution for P (p = pj) since we do not have any prior information
about the position. The marginal probability of a measurement ~m performed at position pi is not
known, so we first calculate the mutual information [6, 12] between all possible position P and the
measurement ~mk,pi :

I(P ; ~mpi = ~mk,pi) =
∑

p∈AP

P (p|~mpi = ~mk,pi) log
P (p | ~mpi = ~mk,pi)

P (p)
, (6)

where ~mk,pi is a measurement sampled from the distribution of the actual measurements at position
pi, see Equation (3).

Finally, we establish the mean mutual information by Monte Carlo approximation [16] from the
mutual information between all possible positions P and the measurement ~mk,pi as follows:

< I(P ;Mpi) >
∼= 1

K

K∑
I(P ; ~mpi = ~mk,pi), (7)

where K is the number of Monte Carlo samples.
In this article, we study four different sensors, each with a specific sensor model. We will use

these sensor models to present our localization performance quantification approach. The sensors
are a camera, a geomagnetic flux sensor, a RFID reader, and a Wi-Fi scanner. For the camera,
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geomagnetic flux, and Wi-Fi sensors, we used a kernel matching sensor model. For the RFID reader
we used a custom binary sensor model. For every sensor, various other sensor models exist; we choose
our sensor models with the purpose of demonstrating mean mutual information as a performance
metric, rather than demonstrating their particular fitness over sensor models not mentioned in this
article. We test our approach in three different environments. The localization performance of the
sensors varies by environment, which we can quantify with our approach. The environments are
different locations in the university’s buildings, so we use the university’s labels to identify them.
The first environment is CPM.E2, the CoSys-Lab offices, the second environment is CST.R0, an oval
donut shaped hall of 60 m at the long diameter, and the third environment is CPM.D4, a corridor
of 80 m.

The first sensor we study is camera, for which we implement the sensor model used in [1]. This
sensor model stores images as a single row vector, after reducing the resolution to twelve times nine
pixels. Milford [13] proves that such a reduced image still contains enough information to enable
localization. When referring to the camera sensor model, we denote the measurement vector ~m = ~c.
The vectors are compared pixel by pixel using a kernel matching approach to calculate the likelihood
of position pj , with the assumption that the pixels are independent; the general sensor model in
Equation (4) becomes:

P (~c | pj) =
N∏

n

1√
2πσc

exp−

(
cn − C+

n,pj

)2

2σ2
c

, (8)

where ~c is a camera measurement, i.e., the single row vector mentioned earlier; C+
pj is the set of

actual camera measurements at position pj ; cn is the nth pixel of the camera measurement; and σc

is the sensor model’s kernel width. The kernel width is set to 2, as was the case in [1].
The second sensor we study is geomagnetic flux, for which we implement the sensor model used

in [2, 19]. This model uses the x′, y′, and z′ components of the earth’s magnetic B field, measured with
a magnetometer. The ′ indicates that the components are not calibrated, resulting in measurements
that are dependent on the pose of the sensor. When referring to the flux sensor model, we denote the
measurement vector ~m = ~f , with ~f = {x′, y′, z′}. The vectors are compared component-wise using
a kernel matching approach to calculate the likelihood of position pj , with the assumption that the
components are independent; the theoretical sensor model in Equation (4) becomes:

P (~f | pj) =
∏

x′,y′,z′

1√
2πσf

exp−

(
fn − F+

n,pj

)2

2σ2
f

, (9)

where ~f is a flux measurement; F+
pj is the set of actual flux measurements at position pj ; fn is the

x′, y′, or z′ value of the corresponding component of the magnetic flux measurement; and σf is the
sensor model’s kernel width. The kernel width is set to 0.67µT, as was the case in [2].

The third sensor we study is a passive, 13.56 MHz RFID reader, for which we implement a
custom sensor model. RFID tags can be either active or passive, with an active tag being powered to
transmit its identification number, and a passive tag using the power of the reader to communicate its
identification number. We distributed passive tags in the CPM.E2 environment as a ground truth for
an earlier project. These tags have a limited range, in the order of 20 mm, so the RFID reader must
be close to the tag to obtain its identification number. Consequently, when a measurement returns
the identification number of a position pj , it must have been performed at pj . As the system is highly
reliable, we exclude misidentification of RFID tags. In addition, for positions that include a tag, it
might not always be measured. Our model incorporates this probability, but in implementation we
set it to zero. If no identification number is measured at a position, we do not know where the
measurement is performed, except that it cannot have been performed at locations where a tag is
present. Since the measurement of an RFID reader is a single identification number, our measurement
vector becomes a scalar, ~m = r, where r can also be empty when no tag is measured. We apply the
rules mentioned above so that the general sensor model in Equation (4) becomes:

P (r | pj) =





Pd if r+pj = tpj and r = tpj , (10a)

1− Pd if r+pj = tpj and r = ∅, (10b)

0 if r+pj = tpj and r 6= tpj , (10c)

1 if r+pj = ∅ and r = ∅, (10d)

0 if r+pj = ∅ and r 6= ∅, (10e)
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where r is an RFID measurement; Pd is the probability of detection of the tag when it is present;
r+pj is the actual measurement at position pj ; and t is the identification number of a tag. When the
measurement r is empty, it means that the RFID reader did not find any tag. We model our reader
in the assumption that if a tag is present at a position, it will always be correctly read, in other
words, Pd is one.

The last sensor we study is a Wi-Fi scanner, for which we adopt the sensor model used in [20]. In
this case, our measurement vector contains the received signal strength (RSS) values of every access
point in the environment, ~m = ~w, where ~w = {w1, w2, . . . , wA} with A the set of access points in the
environment, so wa is the RSS value of access point a in measurement ~w. If the signal strength of an
access point is very low at a certain position, our Wi-Fi scanner might not pick up the signal, and
we say that we did not see the access point at that position. The vectors are compared by access
point to calculate the likelihood of position pj , with the assumption that they are independent; the
general sensor model in Equation (4) becomes:

P (~w | pj) =
A∏

a

P (wa | pj) , (11)

where ~w is a Wi-Fi measurement. We define four mutually exclusive events when comparing the
RSS values of an access point in the set of measurements collected at pj denoted by W+

pj with our
new measurement denoted by w: either a hit, a miss, an extra, or a none. A hit occurs when the
access point has an RSS value both in the collection of measurements and in the new measurement.
A miss occurs when the access point has an RSS value in the collection, but was not seen in the new
measurement. An extra occurs when the access point has an RSS value in the new measurement,
but was not seen in the collection of measurements at pj . Lastly, a none occurs when the access
point was not seen both in the collection and in the new measurement. The probability of wa,k,pi in
Equation (11) is defined as:

P (wa | pj) =





P (wa, hit|pj) hit : W+
a,pj 6= ∅ and wa > wt , (12a)

P (wa,miss|pj) miss: W+
a,pj 6= ∅ and wa < wt , (12b)

P (wa, extra|pj) extra: W+
a,pj = ∅ and wa > wt , (12c)

P (wa, none|pj) none: W+
a,pj = ∅ and wa < wt , (12d)

where W+
a,pj is the set of measurements collected at position pj that included access point a; wt is a

threshold RSS value, under which our hardware will no longer detect an access point—if we do not
detect an access point, we say that we are under this threshold; and the mutually exclusive events
are calculated as:

P (wa, hit|pj) =
1√

2πσw

exp−

(
wa −W+

a,pj

)2

2σ2
w

(13a)

× P (W+
a,pj 6= ∅|pj),

P (wa,miss|pj) =
1√

2πσw

∫ wt

−∞
exp−

(
x−W+

a,pj

)2

2σ2
w

dx (13b)

× P (W+
a,pj 6= ∅|pj),

P (wa, extra|pj) =

∫ ∞

−∞
α


 1√

2πσw

∫ wt

−∞
exp−

(
x−W+

a,pj

)2

2σ2
w

dx




N

. . . (13c)

1√
2πσw

exp−

(
wa −W+

a,pj

)2

2σ2
w

dW+
a,pj

× P (W+
a,pj = ∅|pj),
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CPM.E2
(1:400)

CST.R0
(1:1200)

CPM.D4
(1:1500)

Figure 1: The grid map and trajectory of the ground truth for the three testing environments.

P (wa, none|pj) =

∫ ∞

−∞
α


 1√

2πσw

∫ wt

−∞
exp−

(
x−W+

a,pj

)2

2σ2
w

dx




N

. . . (13d)


 1√

2πσw

∫ wt

−∞
exp−

(
x−W+

a,pj

)2

2σ2
w

dx


 dW+

a,pj

× P (W+
a,pj = ∅|pj),

where σw is the sensor model’s kernel width; and P (W+
a,pj 6= ∅|pj) is the chance of measuring an

access point at position pj . The threshold wt is set to −89 dBm, based on our hardware specifications.
The kernel width is set to 3.46 dBm, based on [5].

Our three testing environments are CPM.E2, CST.R0, and CPM.D4. The occupancy grid maps
constructed using a laser range finder are displayed in Figure 1. The length of the traveled path in
CPM.E2 is 440.08 m, in CST.R0 this is 1104.75 m, and in CPM.D4 this is 490.45 m. The data was
collected using a Pioneer 3DX mobile robot with on-board odometry. A SICK LMS100 laser range
finder was mounted on the front of the robot. A PlayStationR©Eye Camera was mounted on top of
the robot to collect the camera images. An LG Nexus 5 smartphone was also mounted on top of the
robot to collect the geomagnetic flux measurements, but it was elevated from the base of the robot
by a cardboard box to prevent interference from the robot’s metal base. A passive RFID reader
was attached under the robot to scan for RFID tags on the ground, which were only available in
the CPM.E2 environment. Lastly, a laptop was mounted on top of the robot to collect the Wi-Fi
measurements.

The Simultaneous Localization And Mapping (SLAM) algorithm used to construct these maps,
and the position ground truth, is the algorithm described in [8]. This algorithm is implemented in
the Robot Operating System (ROS).

To divide the actual measurements into positions, we create a three-dimensional grid. The first
two dimensions indicate the x and y location, while the third dimension indicates the heading direc-
tion, θ. The grid cell width is (0.3 m, 0.3 m, 0.25π rad). We place the origin of the grid on the first
point of the traveled path. All positions in the traveled path that fall within the same grid cell are
said to belong to the same position p. In our set of possible positions, we only include those grid
cells that contain positions of the traveled path. Because we know when our robot was in a certain
grid cell, we know which measurements belong to a certain position, and we can define the set of
actual measurements M+

p for each position p.
The noise model in Equation (3) is implemented slightly differently for every sensor. For our

camera images, we calculate the mean and variance value for every pixel of the image vector. We
apply the noise model for every pixel independently. Because of the chose grid size, there is much
variance in images belonging to the same grid cell, which will influence the results—we come back
to this in the discussion. We do the same with the geomagnetic flux measurements, for the x′, y′,
and z′ components. These measurements do not suffer from the same problem as camera images
for the chosen grid size. The RFID noise model is different, because we model a sensor without
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Figure 2: The mean mutual information in CPM.E2 for Wi-Fi, once by location, once as a histogram,
and once as a cumulative histogram. Do note the color scale of the scatter plot.

Table 1: The mean mutual information necessary for a sensor to indicate a single position. This is the
base two logarithm of the number of grid cells, which depends on the positions where sensor measurements
are obtained.

Sensor CPM.E2 CST.R0 CPM.D2
Camera 9.35 bit 11.39 bit 10.27 bit
Flux 9.35 bit 11.39 bit 10.23 bit
RFID 9.17 bit N.A. N.A.
Wi-Fi 9.03 bit 11.16 bit 9.99 bit

noise. However, not every RFID measurement in a certain grid cell will detect a tag, even if there
is a tag inside the grid cell. This is because a grid cell is larger than the tag detection range, so
a measurement may be performed in the grid cell, but without detecting the tag. Additionally, we
did not try to align the grid with the tag locations, so a tag may exist on the border of two grid
cells. The noise model provides the probability of measuring the RFID tag in the grid cell. If a
tag is detected, the identification number of the tag will always be correctly read. The Wi-Fi noise
model is a combination of these two types of noise models. To generate a Wi-Fi measurement, we
choose an access point in the environment based on the probability of seeing that access point at the
current position. This probability is based on the observations in the grid cell. If the access point is
detected, the RSS value is modeled by the mean and variance values of the actual measurements at
the current position.

4 Results and Discussion

We will now show the results of applying the sensor models described above. Note again that we do
not intend to demonstrate the superiority of any of the sensors or sensor models used in this article.
Rather, we wish to demonstrate the usefulness of expressing the performance of the sensor model
by its mean mutual information. We calculate the mean mutual information for every position in
the environment visited during the exploration phase, where a position is expressed by a x, y, and
θ coordinate. We show in Figure 2 a two-dimensional plot of the mean mutual information of the
Wi-Fi sensor model in the CPM.E2 environment, labeled ‘scatter’ and located on the left side of the
figure. In the middle of the figure, we show a histogram of the same data, which makes it easier to
interpret the distribution of mean mutual information, but discards the position data. The position
data is interesting, but for the scope of this article we will focus on the distribution of mean mutual
information. On the right side of the figure, we show a cumulative histogram. This type of plot
enables us to compare the mean mutual information with various sensor models.

We will extensively use this cumulative histogram, where we will normalize the mean mutual
information to compare sensors between environments. The maximum mean mutual information for
the four sensors in the three environments can be found in Table 1. These values are based on the
base two logarithm of the maximum number of grid cells with sensor data in the environment, which
is the amount of information necessary to describe a single position.

To discuss the relative mean mutual information of the four sensors in the three environments,
we will use the cumulative histograms in Figure 3. The simple sensor model we use for the camera
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Figure 4: The mean mutual information by position and the posterior distribution of the position estimate
for a measurement collected at position A and position B in the environment CST.R0 for the geomagnetic
flux sensor.

has a mean mutual information of zero at 80 % of positions. At these positions, sample images are
created from a large collection of images taken at a (0.3 m, 0.3 m, 0.25π rad) grid size. There is much
visual variation in such a grid cell, which results in a high variance when sampling images, explaining
the low information content of these measurements. The positions with a mean mutual information
different from zero have a low number of actual images taken in the corresponding grid cell, causing
an artificially low variance when sampling images. This is an example of a sensor model that would
perform better with a smaller grid size.

The geomagnetic flux sensor model that we used for this study shows a large performance depen-
dency on the environments in which we performed our tests. We hypothesize that geomagnetic flux
localization with this sensor model is better for smaller environments, since we see the relative mean
mutual information decrease in the larger environments CST.R0 and CPM.D4. In [2], we found that
the x′, y′, and z′ values are unique for different positions in small environments such as a room, but
can be found repeatedly in larger environments.

The RFID sensor model knows its position only when the position contains a tag; if the position
does not contain a tag, it might be on any position without a tag. This behavior is comparable to
that of the camera sensor model, which was specifically designed to be very precise. The CPM.E2
environment is the only environment in which this sensor was tested.

The Wi-Fi sensor model performs better than the other sensor models in all environments. All
these environments are equipped with many Wi-Fi access points, to provide wireless network access
to students.

Figure 4 shows the relationship between the mean mutual information and the posterior dis-
tribution of the position estimate. As in Figure 2, we average over the θ dimension to obtain a
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two-dimensional plot. We select two positions with different mean mutual information and display
the posterior distribution of the position estimate for a measurement collected at these positions.
Because we use the mean posterior because when we obtain the mean mutual information by Monte
Carlo sampling, see Equation (7), we also had to sample the sensor model’s posterior for each po-
sition. Position A has a mean mutual information of 9.57 bit, close to the maximum mean mutual
information for geomagnetic flux in the CST.R0 environment, see Table 1. The corresponding pos-
terior distribution is very selective, with the probability mass function concentrated on positions
very close to position A. Position B has a mean mutual information of 6.83 bit. The corresponding
posterior distribution is not as selective as with position A, but significant probabilities can again
be found mainly in the vicinity of position B. They are not arranged around position B, but exist in
small groups close to the position, with the highest posterior value not being at position B. There
are also significant posterior values at the opposite side of the environment, which we assume to be
caused by the symmetric architecture of the environment. Note that these posteriors clearly show
the multi-modal nature of the position estimate distribution, making the use of spatial error, based
on an implicit assumption of a unimodal distribution, as a performance measure less appropriate.

Figure 5 shows three plots for the combination of the camera, geomagnetic flux, and Wi-Fi
sensor models. We produced these results by multiplying the localization posteriors. These results
are interesting, because they show to what extent the relative mean mutual information increases
when we increase the available information by adding a sensor. Combinations with the camera sensor
model result in a mostly insignificant increase in mean mutual information. The combination of the
geomagnetic flux and Wi-Fi sensor model has a significant increase in mean mutual information.
This indicates a complementarity between the two sensors.

Upon inspection of the results, we assume that there may be a correlation between the number
of measurements collected at a position and the mean mutual information at this position. In other
words, positions that have a more accurate distribution of actual measurements due to an increased
number of actual measurements, see Equation (3), might be more easily recognized by the sensor
model. In the supplementary material, we provide figures to analyze this correlation. We find that
the mean mutual information is not related to the number of actual samples. However, for the
camera sensor model there is more mean mutual information when very few measurements are used
to construct the distribution from which to sample. This seems evident, because there can be a lot
of visual variation in a grid cell of 0.3 m, decreasing the uniqueness of the average image when more
measurements are performed at a position.

5 Conclusions

We showed the use of information theory to quantify the localization quality of sensor models. Our
approach gives a more accurate performance of the sensor model than conventional spatial error,
since we do not need an additional algorithm to deal with multi-modal distributions or determining
a specific location. In other words, we directly compare the sensor model localization performance,
instead of comparing the localization algorithm’s performance.

We demonstrated this approach for a camera, a geomagnetic flux sensor, a passive RFID reader,
and a Wi-Fi scanner. We used an appropriate sensor model for each sensor and established the mean
mutual information for each sensor in three different environments. The result depends both on
the sensor model and on the environment. We also demonstrated the combination of the posterior
localization of sets of two sensor models, resulting in an increase in mean mutual information.

Our technique allows comparing sensor models more accurately. It can be used for environment
analysis, to determine which sensor or sensor model can best be used in a certain environment. It can
be used to determine if two sensors are complementary under certain circumstances. In the future,
we plan to study whether the mutual information can also be used as a penalty function to apply
regression over certain sensor model parameters. In particular, whether regression over the grid cell
width can determine the optimal localization scale of the camera sensor model. Additionally, we
plan to extend the technique to tracking, incorporating proprioceptive sensors.
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Appendix A: case extra

Herbert proposed a subtle correction of the probabilistic WiFi sensor model. This files tries to model the third case
(extra) distribution.

with 0 indicating empty set, rather than the value 0. MATLAB cannot produce the empty set symbol. We are interested
in the first part of the formula.

where:

which is equal to

In both functions, N is the number of measurements used to calculate the template at  .

Contents

Initial values

Step 1

Step 2

Initial values

Values are in dBm.

model_std = sqrt(12);
model_th = -89;

 is the number of measurements used to calculate the template at  .

N = 1:30;

We estimate the distribution over all possible RSS values. To make this feasible, we reduce the range of values to from
twice the threshold until zero, in steps of a tenth.



template = 2*model_th:0.1:0;
measurement = template;

Step 1

N = N(ones(size(template, 2), 1), :)';
likelihood = normcdf(model_th, template, model_std);
likelihood = likelihood(ones(size(N, 1), 1), :) .̂ N;
alpha = sum(likelihood, 2);
p_template = likelihood ./ alpha(:, ones(size(likelihood, 2), 1));

Output

We see that   is uniformly distributed for values under the threshold. It is zero for values above
the threshold. Around the threshold, the slope is influenced by the number of measurements. This reflects the behavior
that if only one measurement was used to construct the template, we do not have much information about the RSS
value at position  , so there is a chance that we simply missed the access point. The more measurements performed,
the more we trust that the actual RSS value must be under the threshold.

figure
hold on
plot(template, p_template(1,:));
plot(template, p_template(5,:));
plot(template, p_template(10,:));
xlabel('RSS [dBm]');
title('P(Ŵ+_{a,p_j} | p_j, Ŵ+_{a,p_j} = 0) for N constant');
legend('N = 1','N = 5','N = 10');



Step 2

p_measurement = normpdf(measurement(ones(size(measurement, 2), 1), :)', ...
    template(ones(size(template, 2), 1), :), model_std);

Output

This is the normal distribution used when we measure an access point that also has an RSS value in the template, i.e.,
a hit. It must also be calculated for RSS values under the threshold.

figure;
hold on
plot(measurement, p_measurement(:, measurement==-89));
plot(measurement, p_measurement(:, measurement==-99));
plot(measurement, p_measurement(:, measurement==-79));
xlabel('RSS [dBm]');
title('P(w_{a,k,p_i} | p_j, Ŵ+_{a,p_j}) for w_{a,k,p_i} constant');
legend('w = -89 dBm','w = -99 dBm','w = -79 dBm');



with the negative to positive infinity range reduced to from 178 to 0, with an interval of 0.1; using sum instead of
integral.

p_wc3 = sum(...
    permute(p_measurement(:, :, ones(size(N, 1), 1)), [1 3 2]) .* ...
    permute(p_template(:, :, ones(size(template, 2), 1)), [2 1 3]));
p_wc3 = permute(p_wc3, [2 3 1]);

Normalize, because this is a distribution.

alpha = sum(p_wc3, 2);
p_wc3 = p_wc3 ./ alpha(:, ones(size(p_wc3, 2), 1));

Output

These outputs show  , the distribution that is important for the third case of the sensor model.
The first plot looks a lot like the first plot in the document, but instead of being the chance for the true value of the
template, it is the chance for a value of the measurement. Because it is also matched against the hypothetical value of
the template, the slopes are less steep.

figure
hold on
plot(measurement, p_wc3(1,:));
plot(measurement, p_wc3(5,:));
plot(measurement, p_wc3(10,:));



xlabel('RSS [dBm]');
title('P(w_{a,k,p_i} | p_j, Ŵ+_{a,p_j} = 0) for N constant');
legend('N = 1','N = 5','N = 10');

The second output shows the change in probability of a certain measured RSS value, for changing values of  . One
can see that the probability is always higher for a measured value under the threshold, that it quickly descends for a
measured value at the threshold and that it is always near zero for values above the threshold.

figure;
hold on
plot(1:30, p_wc3(:, measurement==-89));
plot(1:30, p_wc3(:, measurement==-99));
plot(1:30, p_wc3(:, measurement==-79));
xlabel('N measurements at p_j');
title('P(w_{a,k,p_i} | p_j, Ŵ+_{a,p_j} = 0) for w_{a,k,p_i} constant');
legend('w = -89 dBm','w = -99 dBm','w = -79 dBm');
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Appendix B: case none

Herbert proposed a subtle correction of the probabilistic WiFi sensor model. This files tries to model the fourth case
(none) distribution.

with 0 indicating empty set, rather than the value 0. MATLAB cannot produce the empty set symbol. We are interested
in the first part of the formula.

where the second integral is only indicative, since it is implied by the chance it integrates.

Contents

Initial values

Step 1

Step 2

Initial values

Values are in dBm.

model_std = sqrt(12);
model_th = -89;

 is the number of measurements used to calculate the template at  .

N = 1:30;

We estimate the distribution over all possible RSS values. To make this feasible, we reduce the range of values to from
twice the threshold until zero, in steps of a tenth.

template = 2*model_th:0.1:0;
%measurement = template;

Step 1

N = N(ones(size(template, 2), 1), :)';
likelihood = normcdf(model_th, template, model_std);
likelihood = likelihood(ones(size(N, 1), 1), :) .̂ N;
alpha = sum(likelihood, 2);



p_template = likelihood ./ alpha(:, ones(size(likelihood, 2), 1));

Output

This is the same as with case 3.

figure
hold on
plot(template, p_template(1,:));
plot(template, p_template(5,:));
plot(template, p_template(10,:));
xlabel('RSS [dBm]');
title('P(Ŵ+_{a,p_j} | p_j, Ŵ+_{a,p_j} = 0) for N constant');
legend('N = 1','N = 5','N = 10');

Step 2

p_measurement = normcdf(model_th(ones(size(template, 2), 1))', ...
    template, model_std);

Output

This is the value used when we do not measure an access point when we did find one in the template, i.e., a miss.



figure;
hold on
plot(template, p_measurement);
xlabel('RSS [dBm]');
title('P(w_{a,k,p_i} = 0 | p_j, Ŵ+_{a,p_j})');

with the negative to positive infinity range reduced to from 178 to 0, with an interval of 0.1; using sum instead of
integral.

p_wc4 = sum(p_measurement(ones(size(N, 1), 1), :) .*  p_template, 2);

Output

This shows the value of case 4 for changing numbers of measurements with which the template was built.

figure;
hold on
plot(p_wc4);
xlabel('N');
title('P(w_{a,k,p_i} = 0 | p_j, Ŵ+_{a,p_j} = 0)');
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